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Preliminary Results
Archaeological Excavation Program
109 to 113 George Street, Parramatta

1.0

Background

1.1
Background
Casey & Lowe were commissioned by Landcom to write and lodge an excavation permit for the
archaeological testing of the subject site. This permit was granted in early 2004. The
archaeological program was undertaken in December 2004. Funding for this project is provided by
NSW Landcom who is proposing to redevelop the site.

Figure 1.1: Site location plan.

2.0

Results of the Archaeological Fieldwork

2.1

Excavation Areas

The site is divided into two areas, Areas A and B. Area A is the northern part of the site and Area
B is the southern half of the site. The 1831 plan (Fig. 2.1) shows that there could be remains
associated with two structures while the 1882 plan (Fig 2.2) suggests four structures in this area.
The archaeological program found remains of three and possibly four structures in this area: the
cellar of the 1804 Hassall house, a brick (possible flue) structure next to the robbed footings and
partial stone chimney of a larger rectangular building, remains of a mostly robbed brick building,
and a brick well. It is possible that the well is the smaller structure indicated on the 1882 plan.
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The house was built c. 1804 and was demolished in 1882. A description of the house in 1882 at the
time it was being demolished noted:
...Yesterday we went to see the old house where I was born. It is a g..... old place, large and
roomy. We went up into the attic where the first printing press in the southern hemisphere was
worked, & where the first sunday school in Pmatta was held, & we saw the store that was opened
nearly a hundred years ago. The place is being pulled down now, the room where I first saw the
light is open to the day. It was a large house, thirteen rooms, attic & cellar in the main building
with I don't know how many outside, - a kitchen with a room behind & two above, a dairy, a large
schoolroom with one or two others attached. There must have been twenty altogether. You would
have been interested had time allowed you to go over the old place. There used...[moth
eaten]...but only an almond...& - wild honey -& a few pears...
The workmen were all talking together, telling wonderful things about the old place & anxious to
hear something of a pit full of fine stone filled up in the yard. One man said he heard there was
enough to build a house, if they could only find it, but he thought it was exaggerated. (Hannah
Mills 1882, letter in possession of Rosemary Hooke)

This letter appears to be describing the number of ‘rooms’ within the property rather than the
number of buildings. This describes the likely structures as:
 House with 13 rooms, attic and cellar
 Outside were the:
o kitchen with 1 room behind and 2 above
o dairy
o schoolroom
o 1 or 2 other rooms
This suggests a group of four or possibly five structures with 22 or 23 rooms.

2.2

The Hassall House Photo

During the archaeological program we were approached by Rosemary Hooke, a descendant of the
Mills family who leased the property from the Hassalls in the 1840s and 1850s. They provided us
with the same image of the house as we had previously sourced from Ken and Shylie Brown’s book
but indicated that it had been reversed. We have reproduced the image the correct way around (Fig
2.3). The dating of the picture is shortly prior to the demolition of the house.
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Figure 2.1: 1831 plan showing the potential structures within the study area. Site and areas
overlaid. The blue line indicates the major area of remediation of contamination. Sketch only.
P.6.714, Crown Plan
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Figure 2.2: 1882 plan showing potential structures within the study area. This was made at
the time of the auction of the property and shortly prior to demolition. It shows the potential
for four structures. The blue line indicates the major area of remediation of contamination.
Sydney Subdivision Plans, ML, Parramatta ZSP:P6/99
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Figure 2.3: Photo of the house from Rosemary Hooke whose great grandmother and siblings were born
in this house. This photo is shown the correct way around for the house, the reproduction in Ken and
Shylie Brown’s book (from a glass negative) reversed this image. It was then called Aldine House,
which was also the name of the Academy John Mills conducted on this property.

The following information was provided about the picture (Fig. 2.3) by Rosemary Hooke:
The picture was probably taken between 1879 and 1881. The man in the front on the right is
George Mills, my great grandmother's brother. He is in the uniform of the Parramatta Rifle
Volunteers (the "weekend warriors") and since his rank is correctly on the right arm we can
both verify the direction of the photo as correct and its date of between 1879 and 1881. James
Mills in Perth (his great great grandson) says George has two stripes indicating his then rank as
Corporal, and he occupied this between 1879 and 1881. So it was probably taken when he was
paying a visit to the house, probably on Saturday when he is out for musket practice, gets his
photo taken for posterity.

This photograph shows a building at the rear with a dilapidated shingled roof and a brick chimney.
This may have been the kitchen. We appear not to have found any remains associated with this
structure.

2.3

Excavated Remains – Area A

The Hassall House
The remains of a number of structures were found in Area A. Only the lowest course of the cellar
walling and part of the stone paving of the 13-roomed house, with cellar and attic were found
(Photo 1). A timber structure was also found, evidenced by post holes (Photo 3). Within this
structure was a large circular feature backfilled with sterile fill for the first 1.5 m which we will
excavate by machine in February 2005 once the excavation for Aboriginal archaeology is
completed. This timber structure may be the kitchen at the rear of the house or some other
outbuilding.
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Photo 1: (left) Remains of cellar of
c. 1804 house with sandstock brick
well in foreground.

Photo 2: (below) Robbed brick
structure behind the well cut
through by the 1960s sewer line.
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A section of another structure survived, mostly robbed with a single surviving course of walling
and part of a box drain in the centre (Photo 2). This contained demolition material which included
terracotta pavers. The pavers and drain may suggest that this was the dairy but it was also possibly
another one of the outbuildings. There was a small circular well between the house and this
building (Photos 1, 2). The bricks found in the well and the outbuildings were all flat sandstock
bricks and support an early construction date (pre-1840s). A well would have been an important
part of the house’s infrastructure and was probably one of the first works completed on the site.
In the northeast corner of the site there were remains of a sandstock brick structure with stone
walling (Photo 4). There were buildings shown in this area on the 1831 plan but no indication of
their function was given. Aspects of the brick structure indicate that it may have been a flue
associated with one or two buildings in this area. Immediately adjacent was a stone fireplace which
is all that survived of the building fabric of an adjacent building that had been removed from the
site, presumably during the 1882 demolition. The robbed lines of the walls were discernible as they
were backfilled with early paint and plaster. The sunken elements of this structure may indicate
that it was the dairy. Further research is required on the function of this structure.

Photo 3: Post holes indicate the presence of a small rectangular timber structure with a large
central circular feature backfilled with multi-coloured sands. To the north of this was an area
containing asbestos conduits for electrical services.
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Photo 4: Brick and stone structure, possible flue for semi-industrial purposes.

2.4

Excavated Remains – Area B

The remains in the southern part of the site that were associated with the 1804 to 1882 occupation
of the site were mostly restricted to pits. There was a timber-lined pit which was backfilled with
artefacts and which had been cut through by later pits. There were four other main rubbish pits all
with a series of recuts. All of these pits contained a range of artefacts, some being early, cream
ware and Chinese-export porcelain, while others belonged to the middle and later nineteenth
century.
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Photo 5: Timber-lined pit. The
black material is decayed timber
lining. Beams were placed
around the base of the pit to hold
the timbers in place.

Photo 6: Series of rubbish pits cut
by each other.

2.5

Fieldwork Staff

The archaeological fieldwork for this program was undertaken by:
Director: Mary Casey
Co-Director: Franz Reidel
Archaeologists: Tim Adams, Guadalupe Cincunegui, Glen Suey and Nicole Trapnell

2.6

Further Reporting

The full excavation report to be written for this site will include detailed maps and plans of what
was found at the site, as well as a description of the remains, and a description and analysis of the
artefacts. It will respond to the series of research questions identified in the information leaflet for
the site. This leaflet is also lodged on the web page.

3.0
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